Supplemental
Data are odds ratios (95% confidence intervals), and are comparisons to the lowest tertile of AmMedDiet score or treadmill duration. For AmMedDiet score tertiles were: T1:
1-5 (N=854), T2: 6-7 (N=123), T3: 8-13 (N=1272). For treadmill duration tertiles were:
T1: 0-480 seconds (N=1103), T2: 481-661 seconds (N=1091), T3: 662-1080 seconds (N=1164). Data were adjusted for age, sex, race, field center, BMI, education, smoking, caloric intake, and tertiles of physical activity. The interaction between AmMedDiet score and treadmill duration was not statistically significant, and so was not included.
